- 6:00 am Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: I Am Mary Leaky/I Am Alexander Hamilton
  - Teacher's Guide | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
  - Hero Maker | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
- 6:30 am Peg + Cat: Another Train Problem/The Odd Sea
  - Peg + Cat Collection
- 7:00 am Cyberchase: Designing Mr. Perfect
  - Cyberchase Collection
- 7:30 am Molly of Denali: Froggy of Denali/Molly Mabray and the Mystery Stones
  - Field Guide Family Activity | MOLLY OF DENALI
  - Molly of Denali Collection
- 8:00 am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood: Daniel's Friends Say No/Prince Wednesday Doesn't Want to Play
  - Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood Collection
- 8:30 am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood: The Class Votes/The Neighborhood Votes
  - Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood Collection
- 9:00 am Sesame Street: Sesame Friendship
  - Sesame Street Collection
- 9:30 am Esme & Roy
  - Esme & Roy Website
- 10:00 am Nature: Snowbound: Animals of Winter
  - NATURE At-Home Activities: Polar Bear Slip and Slide
  - Animal Adaptations: Polar Bear Paws
- 11:00 am Operation Maneater: Great White Shark
  - The Great White Shark
  - Animal Adaptations: Countershading, Camouflage, and Great White Sharks
- 12:00 pm NOVA: Why Sharks Attack
  - Shark Attack! The Hunt
  - Researching Great White Sharks | NOAA
- 1:00 pm Odd Squad: Saving Agent Orson/The Scientist
  - Odd Squad Collection
- 1:30 pm Molly of Denali: Busy Beavers/The Night Watchers
  - Molly of Denali Collection
- **2:00 pm** Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: I Am Catherine The Great/I Am Tomioka Tessai
  - [Teacher's Guide | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum](#)
  - [Hero Maker | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum](#)
- **2:30 pm** Wild Kratts: Rocket Jaw: Rescuer of the Reef
  - [Wild Kratts Collection](#)
- **3:00 pm** Civilizations: Color and Light
  - [Color and Light Webpage](#)
- **4:00 pm** American Experience: Chasing the Moon
  - [Ed Dwight, First Black Astronaut Trainee | Chasing the Moon](#)
  - [Sputnik’s Launch Begins the Space Race | Chasing the Moon](#)